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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose an approach to constructing an index of air traffic control difficulty based on exponential functions of 
proximity parameters of aircraft pairs, i.e. the time to closest point of approach and miss distance. The index is given by single 
value between 0 and 1 in order to simplify its presentation, such as in a heat map. The approach deals with the mapping of 
aircraft trajectory information onto proximity parameters and the derivation of the real-valued index in [0, 1]. The approach 
consists of the following steps:  1) Formulation of the concept of a difficulty index calculated from the trajectories of a pair of 
aircraft at a given time; 2) Determination of an objective function which evaluates the projected difficulty; and 3) Derivation of 
the difficulty index as a function of the trajectory information and model parameters.  This paper briefly describes the method of 
mapping and some results from numerical calculation examples using the proposed method. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics (CSAA).  
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1. Introduction 
The modernization of air traffic management (ATM) systems is proceeding globally with the introduction of 
technologies such as air-ground datalink, automatic dependent surveillance and performance-based navigation. With 
these systems, ATM is expected to shift from the current airspace-based operations paradigm to trajectory-based 
operations (TBO) [1], with trajectory information becoming the basis of the future ATM. In TBO, it may be useful 
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to identify areas of airspace with expected high demand, “hot spots”, based on planned or predicted trajectory 
information. To detect such potential hot spots, comprehensive indices associated with safety [2,3,4,5] and airspace 
complexity [6] will be required for airspace design and ATM-related studies. 
The air traffic controller is expected to play a role even in highly automated future ATM systems. For controllers, 
the difficulty of handling air traffic depends partly on the circumstances of potential close-proximity encounters 
between pairs of aircraft; specifically, on their relative positions and relative velocity vectors. Each such proximity 
event increases controller workload by a degree that may be associated with the severity and the time to the potential 
proximity event. These quantities can be modelled by the time to the closest point of approach (CPA) τ and the miss 
distance mc. Controller workload, or the difficulty of handling a potential proximity event, may increase as the 
projected time horizon or miss distance become smaller. We therefore propose that a comprehensive index of 
difficulty can be constructed from a combination of appropriate functions of these proximity parameters. 
In this paper, we propose an approach for constructing a difficulty index based on exponential functions of the 
proximity parameters. The index is given by single value between 0 and 1 in order to simplify its presentation, such 
as in a heat map. The approach deals with the mapping of trajectory information onto the proximity parameters and 
the construction of a real-valued index in [0, 1]. This paper briefly describes the method of constructing the index 
and some numerical examples calculated by the proposed method.  
 
Nomenclature 
relative position vector and its components 
    relative velocity vector and its components 
     relative distance vector at projected time t and its components 
       relative horizontal distance                       relative horizontal velocity                   
           relative distance                                                         relative speed 
 
2.  Concept of Difficulty Index 
2.1. Air traffic controller tasks 
The primary aims of air traffic control are to prevent collisions and to maintain a safe, orderly and expeditious 
flow of traffic. Air traffic controllers achieve this by providing instructions, advisories and other information to 
aircraft within a given volume of airspace. As well as the amount of traffic being handled, controller workload 
seems to be associated with the “complexity” of the airspace which depends partly on the traffic flow characteristics. 
The difficulty of handling air traffic depends partly on the circumstances of potential close-proximity encounters 
between pairs of aircraft; specifically, on their relative positions and relative velocity vectors. Each such proximity 
event increases controller workload by a degree that may be associated with the severity and the time to the potential 
proximity event. These quantities can be modelled by classical parameters used in collision avoidance systems; that 
is, the time to the closest point of approach (CPA) τ and the miss distance mc. The difficulty of handling a potential 
proximity event, and hence its associated workload, may thus vary according to the projected time horizon and the 
miss distance;roughly speaking, workload or difficulty increase as the projected time horizon or miss distance 
become smaller. We therefore propose constructing a comprehensive index of difficulty from a combination of 
appropriate functions of these proximity parameters. 
2.2.  Index of difficulty 
A difficult situation can be essentially described in terms of proximity parameters such as mc and W. The 
following characteristics are desirable for a practical index of difficulty: 
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(a) The index is a real number in the interval [0,1]. 
(b) The smaller the time to CPA , the larger (closer to 1) the index. 
(c) The smaller the miss distance mc, the larger the index. 
(d) Suitable weighting of the scale to fit human intuition. 
Regarding these characteristics, (a) will be useful for visualization such as by a colored heat map, while (b) and (c) 
allow higher values to reflect greater difficulty. The index may require weighting by the proximity parameters; for 
example, for small projected W values even a not so small miss distance may be problematic. Regarding (d), 
exponential functions can be used for scaling taking into account the non-linear characteristics of human judgment 
as suggested by Weber-Fechner’s law. The process of construction the difficulty index can thus be regarded as the 
mapping of trajectory information of an aircraft pair [ ] onto a real number in the interval [0, 1]. 
 
 
Fig.1. Geometric configuration 
3.  Geometric Configuration of Proximity 
Fig. 1 shows the geometric configuration of a pair of aircraft. A and B represent the aircraft positions at a point in 
time. For simplicity, we assume an en-route traffic environment in which aircraft cruise at a constant speed and 
travel in straight lines. In this case, W and mc are given by 
                                                                                                (1) 
                                                                                                 (2) 
                                                                                                (3) 
In previous papers [2, 3] the authors pointed out the possibility of using W and mc for constructing a difficulty 
index based on a two-dimensional (2D) model. However, airspace is actually three-dimensional (3D) and separation 
minima are independently determined for the vertical and horizontal planes. In this case, W and mc shown in Eqs. (1) 
and (2) are not directly applicable to the index. Therefore, we deal with these parameters differently hereafter. 
The estimated miss distance mc in 3D space does not always maximize the sense of difficulty or threat for air 
traffic controllers. Let us denote the projected (or look-ahead) time by tp and the relative distance at tp  by . This 
vector can be divided into horizontal and vertical components as shown in Fig.1. 
4. Modeling a Difficulty Function 
4.1. Weighting function 
 Let us represent the difficulty index as the product of transformed values of several quantities. Instead of using 
the 3D miss distance, we look at the relative horizontal and relative vertical distances as functions of projected time 
tp. To transform these quantities, we use the following generalized exponential function 
                                                                                                                    (4) 
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where Ou  is a scale parameter and ku is a shape parameter. These parameters can be tuned by calibration or 
according to requirements for actual implementation [2]. From the viewpoint of tractability and practicality, ku=2 is 
used in this paper. 
4.2.  Objective Function 
   To determine the most difficult projected situation, we use the following objective function 
                          for  (5)  
where, , ,  are the scale parameters for the horizontal, vertical and temporal dimensions, respectively. 
                             (6) 
                             (7) 
For a given aircraft pair, the difficulty index Fdif can be defined by the maximum value of Fd(tp), 
                                              for                                                 (8)          
where                                       
                                                                (9) 
From Eq. (9), the index which maximizes the value of Eq. (5) can be derived as 
                                                                           (10) 
where      
                                    (11) 
  (12)  
 (13) 
As can be seen in Eq. (10), the value of the index depends on the choice of scale parameters of Eq. (5). As a 
result, the projected time which minimizes Eq. (5), tmin, is usually slightly smaller than W of Eq. (1). This is an effect 
of weighting by an exponential function of time. 
 
Fig.2.  Geometric configuration of example 
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5. Example of Calculation 
We now present an example to demonstrate the characteristics of the proposed difficulty index. Fig. 2 shows a 
plan view of the geometric configuration. A and B are the initial positions of aircraft A and B respectively, which 
are initially separated by about 85 nautical miles (NM) laterally and are travelling at horizontal speeds Va=Vb=480 kt. 
The pair will overlap laterally if their horizontal speeds are the same. The initial vertical separation is 1,000 ft. 
Aircraft B is descending at a constant rate from flight level (FL) 320 (32,000 ft) and aircraft A maintains a constant 
altitude (FL310). The example examines several relative vertical velocities vz (ft/min). 
Fig. 3 shows the altitude difference z for several descent rates vz, Fig. 4 shows the relative horizontal distance RH, 
and Fig. 5 shows the projected time to tmin, the time minimizing Eq. (8). The horizontal separation becomes zero at 
about the elapsed time t=5.3 minutes regardless of the relative vertical velocity vz. The time to the vertical closest 
point of approach depends on the descent rate. Fig. 6 shows plots of difficulty index versus elapsed time for several 
values of vz. It is seen that the index captures the potential proximity event clearly. For the case vz=-200 ft/min., the 
aircraft pair are projected to be nearly in collision. The peak calculated difficulty index for this case is almost 1, and 
is the highest value of all cases. Other cases are less difficult cases where the miss distance is not so small. The 
difficulty index therefore successfully detects a difficult situation beforehand, inversely weighted by the projected 
time. 
 
  
Fig.3. Altitude difference for several descent rates                               Fig.4.  Relative horizontal distance 
 
  
Fig.5.  Elapsed time versus time to minimizing U(t)              Fig.6.  Changes of difficulty function value for several cases 
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6. Conclusions 
In this paper, we proposed an approach for constructing a difficulty index based on exponential functions of 
proximity-related parameters, viz. projected time which minimizes an objective function consisting of horizontal 
distance, vertical distance and time. The index is given by single value in the interval [0, 1]. Calculated results for a 
simple scenario show that the potential proximity event is clearly captured by the index. In the application of this 
method to simulations, careful tuning of scale parameters based on supposed air traffic controller expertise or 
purpose of use will be required. Further study on the transformation of this pair-wise index to an airspace 
complexity index will be required. 
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